Endocrine Rhythms (Comprehensive Endocrinology Series) Krieger Dorothy Ted. (Pp 344; $33'80) New York; Raven Press, 1979. This volume is a splendid start to a new series entitled Comprehensive Endocrinology. The development of methodology permittting the assay of hormones and neurotransmitters in particular, in smaller and smaller amounts of body fluids and tissues, explains the dawning realisation that single time point determinations of almost anything give a far from true clinical or physiological picture. Rhythms are ubiquitous: looked at from the exterior, organic functions vary, with time as a continuum although, as we know, from the point of view of a given organic function, time is variable-"where has this morning gone to?"-"the day really dragged".
Be that as it may, the subject is admirably introduced from both a theoretical and practical standpoint by J Aschoff. This chapter should be essential reading for anyone concerned with physiology, biochemistry, and/or medicine and also serves as a warning: fundamental rhythm studies are not to be undertaken lightly. The ingenuity, complexity, and practical difficulty of the work directed towards understanding circadian organisation is remarkable.
A further notable contribution is that by R Moore, underlining the central role of the suprachiasmatic nucleus of the hypothalamus in the generation of biological rhythms and their entrainment by light.
Other chapters concern specific hormones-pituitary, gonadal, adrenal, pancreatic together with related metabolites, neurotransmitters, and the amazing and mysterious pineal gland. Much investigated of late, this latter highly rhythmic derivative of the third eye has yet to be assigned a function in man, although its possible involvement in the timing of puberty and the rhythm desynchronisation of some psychiatric disturbances is of great current interest.
This book is an essential acquisition for any self-respecting medical library. The only small criticism is the lack of attention to seasonal rhythms in man. J ARENDT
